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Foreword
Dear BC Soccer Member,
2020 will be a year that we will never forget. The global COVID-19 pandemic has stunned the world
and most certainly impacted the world-wide soccer community.
While we are hopeful that by this time next year we will have resumed to a “new norm,” in the
meantime, the board of directors and I have been heartened by the membership’s unity, sense of
responsibility, optimism, and tenacity as we persevere through such unprecedented times.
Like many of you, BC Soccer would also like to move forward with “business as usual” to the extent
possible; however, in preparation for the Annual General Meeting (AGM), which will be held
virtually in November, it has become clear that BC Soccer’s bylaws are also not immune to the
current circumstances and, following the recommendation of BC Soccer’s Governance Committee,
the board of directors have determined that we would be remiss if we did not bring these important
matters to the membership prior to November.
In this document, following the Rule Amendments for Ratification, there are potentially three bylaw
amendments for which the board of directors are seeking the membership’s consideration and
decision on at the October 1, 2020 Special General Meeting. They surround two issues for which I
will try to summarize here:
1. Based on the timing of BC Soccer’s new Annual General Meeting, timings to determine the vote
allotment need to be adjusted; however, the more pressing matter is that because the vote
allotment is based on player registration, the allotment for the November AGM will likely be
more representative of the impacts of COVID-19 and less representative of the player and
registration base for which BC Soccer’s members represent.
2.

For BC Soccer board of director positions, the bylaws require the voting members to write the
name of the board candidate they are voting for on the line of a blank ballot. Upon looking into
electronic options, we have found that they legally may not technically meet that requirement.

As November 2020 approaches, BC Soccer’s board of directors’ aim is to deliver an Annual General
Meeting that meets the intention of the bylaws in place, wishes of the membership, and the
requirements of the bylaws as they are written. Therefore, we have proposed what we believe to
be reasonable solutions to these issues in this Amendments Package.
Understandably, the timing of this is not ideal so close to the AGM; however, as previously stated,
in consultation with the Governance Committee, the board of directors have resolved that this is
the most reasonable, prudent approach.
Lastly, you’ll also notice one additional rule amendment in the package, which was submitted to BC
Soccer from South Fraser District Association (SFDA) at the beginning of 2020. With SFDA’s
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submission, there was the specific request that the amendment be proposed at BC Soccer’s next
General Meeting. In honouring that request, we have included their proposed rule amendment in
this package as opposed to including it with the package you will receive for the November AGM.
Thank you in advance for your understanding and consideration of the amendments as presented
below.
Sincerely,
BC Soccer
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RULES CHANGES REQUIRING RATIFICATION
RULE RATIFICATION #1
(Amendment carried at the December 2019 board meeting)

RATIONALE
Housekeeping, for clarification.
Background
For the 2019 AGM, Burnaby District Youth Soccer Association proposed to remove “d) A player
wishing to play Out-of-District will be granted a release from the district in which he/she resides,
upon request and receipt of a completed District Release Application Form from that district’s
registrar or designate.”
The amendment was carried so d) was removed; however, d) had the sub-rules of i) and ii) as they
relate to the Application to Play Out of District Form. With no form in place, these rules no longer
have context.
By ordinary resolution, the Board of Directors propose to remove Rule 19.b.i and 19.b.ii:

CURRENT
RULE 19 - YOUTH PLAYERS – ZONING
b) Players participating in provincial and/or national programming will register with the Youth
District where they reside via BC Soccer.
i) The receiving district upon acceptance of a player must also give written permission for
acceptance of the player by completion of the District Release Application Form. Having
received such authorization a player then qualifies for Rule 20.d).
ii) The Accepting Youth District must provide a copy of the validated Out-Of-District form(s)
upon request of BC Soccer.

PROPOSED
RULE 19 - YOUTH PLAYERS – ZONING
b) Players participating in provincial and/or national programming will register with the Youth
District where they reside via BC Soccer.
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RULE RATIFICATION #2
(Amendment carried at the December 2019 board meeting)

RATIONALE
•
•

To better reflect the purpose of the document
Operational efficiency

Background
BC Soccer’s current Registration Policy Manual reiterates rules already in BC Soccer’s Rules &
Regulations or provides more information regarding the registration process (example: submission
timelines). Any update would not change the requirement for Districts and Adult Leagues to
register their players, which is the rule the manual was initially created to support. By removing
the policy but keeping the reference to the manual in BC Soccer’s Rules & Regulations, the
document can be updated as needed to better support the rule and/or provide clarification for
membership and be circulated more efficiently.
(Reference - Current Registration Policy Manual provided following this proposed amendment)
By ordinary resolution, the Board of Directors propose to amend Rule 4, 5 and 23 as follows:

CURRENT
RULE 4 - TEAM AFFILIATION
General
k) Adult Leagues and Youth districts are required to complete and submit to BC Soccer all
registration data and full registration fees as provided in the Registration Policy Manual of
the Association.
RULE 5 - PLAYER REGISTRATION
General
j) Subject to competition rules, a player whose team has completed its playing season, and
who wishes to play for the same team or a different team in another league or
competition, must be registered again as per the Registration Policy Manual.
Adult
Active Full Members
y) Active (Full Member) Adult Leagues may obtain the Adult Player Registration Form from BC
Soccer for distribution to registering players or collect the required information via an
alternative format. Registrations shall be completely filled in and submitted to the League
Registrar who will in turn record each registration and return the various portions of the
form and/or electronic confirmation to the players and submit the registration data to BC
Soccer as per the Registration Policy Manual. The cost of the registration is determined
and circulated by BC Soccer to the membership prior to March 15th annually, in advance of
the forthcoming season. Payment for all registration is due as per the Registration Policy
Manual and current fee schedule.
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Associate Members
z)
iii) Associate Member Adult Leagues in this category may obtain the Adult Player
Registration Form from BC Soccer for distribution to registering players or collect the
required information via an alternative format. Registrations shall be completely
filled in and submitted to the League Registrar who will in turn record each
registration and return the various portions of the form and/or electronic
confirmation to the players and submit the registration data to BC Soccer as per the
Registration Policy Manual. The cost of the registration is determined and circulated
by BC Soccer to the membership prior to March 15th annually, in advance of the
forthcoming season. Appropriate payment for all registration is due as per the
Registration Policy Manual and current fee schedule.
RULE 23 - RULES FOR THE OPERATION OF THE BC SOCCER HIGH PERFORMANCE LEAGUES
Adult
k) Adult Players of a BC Soccer High Performance League will submit registration to the
League Registrar who will in turn record each registration and submit the registration data
to BC Soccer as per the Registration Policy Manual.

PROPOSED
RULE 4 - TEAM AFFILIATION
General
k) Adult Leagues and Youth districts are required to complete and submit to BC Soccer all
registration data and full registration fees as provided in the Registration Manual of the
Association.
RULE 5 - PLAYER REGISTRATION
General
j) Subject to competition rules, a player whose team has completed its playing season, and
who wishes to play for the same team or a different team in another league or
competition, must be registered again as per the Registration Manual.
Adult
Active Full Members
y) Active (Full Member) Adult Leagues may obtain the Adult Player Registration Form from BC
Soccer for distribution to registering players or collect the required information via an
alternative format. Registrations shall be completely filled in and submitted to the League
Registrar who will in turn record each registration and return the various portions of the
form and/or electronic confirmation to the players and submit the registration data to BC
Soccer as per the Registration Manual. The cost of the registration is determined and
circulated by BC Soccer to the membership prior to March 15th annually, in advance of the
forthcoming season. Payment for all registration is due as per the Registration Manual and
current fee schedule.
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Associate Members
z)
iii) Associate Member Adult Leagues in this category may obtain the Adult Player
Registration Form from BC Soccer for distribution to registering players or collect the
required information via an alternative format. Registrations shall be completely
filled in and submitted to the League Registrar who will in turn record each
registration and return the various portions of the form and/or electronic
confirmation to the players and submit the registration data to BC Soccer as per the
Registration Manual. The cost of the registration is determined and circulated by BC
Soccer to the membership prior to March 15th annually, in advance of the
forthcoming season. Appropriate payment for all registration is due as per the
Registration Manual and current fee schedule.
RULE 23 - RULES FOR THE OPERATION OF THE BC SOCCER HIGH PERFORMANCE LEAGUES
Adult
k) Adult Players of a BC Soccer High Performance League will submit registration to the
League Registrar who will in turn record each registration and submit the registration data
to BC Soccer as per the Registration Manual.
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RULE RATIFICATION #3
(Amendment carried at the February 2020 board meeting)

RATIONALE
The rule, as it is written, while stating what is to come into effect, does not state what is in effect
as of right now. This potentially jeopardizes the implementation for which other rules are
referenced (for example, transfer rules). For clarification, it is suggested to add the
registration/playing season for BCSPL that is currently in effect.
Background
See letter from South Fraser District Association, provided in Appendix A.
By ordinary resolution, the Board of Directors propose to amend Rule 23.h as follows:

CURRENT
RULE 23 - RULES FOR THE OPERATION OF THE BC SOCCER HIGH PERFORMANCE LEAGUES
Youth
h) The playing season and registration period for the BC Soccer High Performance Leagues
shall be from August 1 to July 31 regardless of Coastal or Interior residency. (Note: To
be implemented for the 2020-2021 season)

PROPOSED
RULE 23 - RULES FOR THE OPERATION OF THE BC SOCCER HIGH PERFORMANCE LEAGUES
Youth
h) The playing season and registration period shall be from January to December of each year
regardless of Coastal or Interior residency.
i) The playing season and registration period for the BC Soccer High Performance
Leagues shall be from August 1 to July 31 regardless of Coastal or Interior residency.
(Note: To be implemented for the Coastal 2021-2022 season)
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PROPOSED BYLAW AMENDMENTS
BYLAW AMENDMENT #1
RATIONALE
The COVID-19 pandemic has had an immense impact on player registration for which the delegate
voting system of BC Soccer’s bylaws is based. With minimal player registration across Interior and
Coastal Youth District Associations, some Districts would likely receive a vote that arguably does not
represent their District’s player registration base, but rather, reflects the impact of a global
pandemic. Consequently, voting Adult League members are impacted as their vote allotment is
based both on the registration of youth players (for the 50/50 equitable split) and, registration of
teams.
The amendment presented below is put forth to accomplish three things:
1. Enable voting members to have the vote allotment provided to them at the most recent
meeting of members, the 2019 Annual General Meeting. (Reference: Appendix B)
2. Based on the timing of BC Soccer’s new Annual General Meeting, timings to determine
the vote allotment need to be adjusted so the calculation of the vote allotment is
consistent with the past moving forward (when the Association is otherwise not
impacted by external circumstances such as COVID-19).
3. (Housekeeping) Clarify that active members receive votes via the delegate voting system
(as opposed to stating “affiliated,” so there is no confusion for affiliated Adult Leagues
that are Associate Members).
By special resolution, the Board of Directors propose to amend Part 13.5 as follows:

CURRENT
PART 13 – DELEGATE VOTING SYSTEM
13. 5 Delegate Voting.
(a)

Adult Leagues. Each affiliated Adult League having fewer than ten teams shall be
eligible to cast at least one vote at the annual general meeting. An Adult League
shall be permitted an additional vote for each additional ten teams (consisting of
Registered Players who have submitted full member adult league player fees to the
Society) or part thereof. The total number of votes allocated to each Adult League
will be determined by the formula as set forth in section 13.5(c) and subject to the
provisions of section 13.5(e).

(b)

Youth District Associations. Each affiliated Youth District Association having fewer
than 400 Registered Players, including players assigned to the Youth District
Association by the Society, shall be eligible to cast one vote at the annual general
meeting. Youth District Associations with more than 400 Registered Players shall be
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permitted one vote for the first 400 Registered Players and one vote for each
additional 400 Registered Players registered by December 31 of the current coastal
season and by June 1 of the current interior season.
(c)

Determination of Adult League Delegate Votes.
(i)

To determine the Adult League votes, the total number of Youth District
Association votes as determined in subsection (b) above, shall be divided by
the total number of Adult teams in each league. The resulting figure is then
multiplied by the number of teams per league. Fractional calculations are
rounded up at 50% or more, and down at 49% or less.

(ii)

The total number of votes allocated to the Adult Leagues will equal the total
number of votes allocated to the Youth District Associations.

(iii)

To determine the number of teams for a member Adult League whose
season is defined as “summer”, divide the total number of players who are
registered to that league who were not registered during the immediate past
“winter” playing season by 20.

PROPOSED
PART 13 – DELEGATE VOTING SYSTEM
13.5 Delegate Voting.
(a)
For the 2020 Annual General Meeting, each active Youth District Association and
Adult League with the right to vote shall receive the vote allotment accepted at the
2019 Annual General Meeting.
(To be removed November 8, 2020)
(b)

Adult Leagues. Each active Adult League having fewer than ten teams shall be eligible
to cast at least one vote at the annual general meeting. An Adult League shall be
permitted an additional vote for each additional ten teams (consisting of Registered
Players who have submitted full member adult league player fees to the Society) or
part thereof. The total number of votes allocated to each Adult League will be
determined by the formula as set forth in section 13.5(c) and subject to the provisions
of section 13.5(e).

(c)

Youth District Associations. Each active Youth District Association having fewer than
400 Registered Players, including players assigned to the Youth District Association
by the Society, shall be eligible to cast one vote at the annual general meeting. Youth
District Associations with more than 400 Registered Players shall be permitted one
vote for the first 400 Registered Players and one vote for each additional 400
Registered Players registered in the Society’s most recent completed fiscal year.

(d)

Determination of Adult League Delegate Votes.
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(i)

To determine the Adult League votes, the total number of Youth District
Association votes as determined in subsection (b) above, shall be divided by
the total number of Adult teams in each league. The resulting figure is then
multiplied by the number of teams per league. Fractional calculations are
rounded up at 50% or more, and down at 49% or less.

(ii)

The total number of votes allocated to the Adult Leagues will equal the total
number of votes allocated to the Youth District Associations.

(iii)

To determine the number of teams for a member Adult League whose
season is defined as “summer”, divide the total number of players who are
registered to that league who were not registered during the immediate past
“winter” playing season by 20.
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BYLAW AMENDMENT #2
(Note: Will be withdrawn if Bylaw Amendment #1 carries)

RATIONALE
Based on the timing of BC Soccer’s new Annual General Meeting, timings to determine the vote
allotment need to be adjusted so the calculation of the vote allotment is consistent with the past
moving forward (when the Association is otherwise not impacted by external circumstances such as
COVID-19).
(Housekeeping) To clarify that active members receive votes via the delegate voting system (as
opposed to stating “affiliated,” so there is no confusion for affiliated Adult Leagues that are
Associate Members)
By special resolution, the Board of Directors propose to amend Part 13.5 as follows:

CURRENT
PART 13 – DELEGATE VOTING SYSTEM
13. 5 Delegate Voting.
(a)

Adult Leagues. Each affiliated Adult League having fewer than ten teams shall be
eligible to cast at least one vote at the annual general meeting. An Adult League shall
be permitted an additional vote for each additional ten teams (consisting of
Registered Players who have submitted full member adult league player fees to the
Society) or part thereof. The total number of votes allocated to each Adult League
will be determined by the formula as set forth in section 13.5(c) and subject to the
provisions of section 13.5(e).

(b)

Youth District Associations. Each affiliated Youth District Association having fewer
than 400 Registered Players, including players assigned to the Youth District
Association by the Society, shall be eligible to cast one vote at the annual general
meeting. Youth District Associations with more than 400 Registered Players shall be
permitted one vote for the first 400 Registered Players and one vote for each
additional 400 Registered Players registered by December 31 of the current coastal
season and by June 1 of the current interior season.

(c)

Determination of Adult League Delegate Votes.
(i)

To determine the Adult League votes, the total number of Youth District
Association votes as determined in subsection (b) above, shall be divided by
the total number of Adult teams in each league. The resulting figure is then
multiplied by the number of teams per league. Fractional calculations are
rounded up at 50% or more, and down at 49% or less.

(ii)

The total number of votes allocated to the Adult Leagues will equal the total
number of votes allocated to the Youth District Associations.
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(iii)

To determine the number of teams for a member Adult League whose season
is defined as “summer”, divide the total number of players who are registered
to that league who were not registered during the immediate past “winter”
playing season by 20.

PROPOSED
PART 13 – DELEGATE VOTING SYSTEM
13.5 Delegate Voting.
(a)
Adult Leagues. Each active Adult League having fewer than ten teams shall be eligible
to cast at least one vote at the annual general meeting. An Adult League shall be
permitted an additional vote for each additional ten teams (consisting of Registered
Players who have submitted full member adult league player fees to the Society) or
part thereof. The total number of votes allocated to each Adult League will be
determined by the formula as set forth in section 13.5(c) and subject to the provisions
of section 13.5(e).
(b)

Youth District Associations. Each active Youth District Association having fewer than
400 Registered Players, including players assigned to the Youth District Association
by the Society, shall be eligible to cast one vote at the annual general meeting. Youth
District Associations with more than 400 Registered Players shall be permitted one
vote for the first 400 Registered Players and one vote for each additional 400
Registered Players registered in the Society’s most recent completed fiscal year.

(c)

Determination of Adult League Delegate Votes.
(i)

To determine the Adult League votes, the total number of Youth District
Association votes as determined in subsection (b) above, shall be divided
by the total number of Adult teams in each league. The resulting figure is
then multiplied by the number of teams per league. Fractional calculations
are rounded up at 50% or more, and down at 49% or less.

(ii)

The total number of votes allocated to the Adult Leagues will equal the
total number of votes allocated to the Youth District Associations.

(iii)

To determine the number of teams for a member Adult League whose
season is defined as “summer”, divide the total number of players who are
registered to that league who were not registered during the immediate
past “winter” playing season by 20.
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BYLAW AMENDMENT #3
RATIONALE
(Housekeeping) Updated to reflect the move to three-year terms.
To enable the election of director positions to be conducted by electronic means.
Background
Each year at BC Soccer’s Annual General Meeting (AGM), for the election of Board Members, BC
Soccer provides hard copy paper ballots with the appropriate allotment of votes to each Voting
Member. Following the order of elections per BC Soccer’s bylaws, Members write the name of the
candidate they are voting to elect and provide the ballots to BC Soccer scrutineers (typically BC
Soccer’s auditors) for counting. Ballot submission/voting is anonymous.
For the election of Executive positions (President, First Vice President, Vice President – Finance,
Vice President – Adult, Vice President – Youth), BC Soccer’s bylaws only speak to the use of the
runoff election plurality voting system and do not reference the use of ballots (provided in the
“Current” and “Proposed” below for reference); however, for the director-at-large positions, BC
Soccer’s bylaws specify that voters are provided a ballot with a blank line on it where members are
to physically write the name of the candidate(s) for which they are voting to fill the director-at-large
position(s).
Given the current times and seeking to facilitate the 2020 Annual General Meeting through
electronic means, these specifications for voting on director-at-large positions are perhaps a bit
outdated and, pose a challenge.
BC Soccer inquired with its legal counsel, Alexander Houlburn Beaudin + Lang LLP for an opinion on
whether using a drop-down box or radio buttons electronically would be an acceptable equivalent
of writing the name; however, it was advised that these options technically would not meet the
requirement.
Therefore, the board of directors is proposing this amendment so there is flexibility to modernize
electoral processes for practicality (and in advance of the 2020 Annual General Meeting).
By special resolution, the Board of Directors propose to amend Part 6.4.c as follows:

CURRENT
PART 6 - DIRECTORS
6.4 Election and Term. The members will elect the directors at each annual general meeting at
which an election of directors is required.
(b)

The Society shall use the runoff election plurality voting system so that members
elect directors in each of the following positions: President, First Vice President, Vice
President Finance, Vice President Adult and Vice President Youth. If no candidate
receives at least 50% +1 of the votes cast, the candidate with the least number of
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votes shall be eliminated from further consideration and another round of voting
shall be conducted. This process shall continue until one candidate has at least 50%
+1 of the votes cast.
(c)

The Society shall use the plurality voting system so that members elect each of the
directors-at-large. The ballot will provide one line for each two-year position to be
filled. Voters shall write in one candidate on each blank line of the ballot. Any ballot
that contains the same candidate twice shall be declared spoiled and will not be
counted. The candidates with the most votes shall be declared the winners. In the
event that two or more candidates are tied for the last position, a second round of
voting shall be conducted. Those candidates with fewer votes than those tied will be
eliminated from further consideration. The second ballot shall then be conducted.
Additional rounds of voting shall take place until the final position is filled. The voting
process for all one-year director-at-large positions shall be conducted in this same
manner.

PROPOSED
PART 6 - DIRECTORS
6.4 Election and Term. The members will elect the directors at each annual general meeting at
which an election of directors is required.
(b)

The Society shall use the runoff election plurality voting system so that members
elect directors in each of the following positions: President, First Vice President, Vice
President Finance, Vice President Adult and Vice President Youth. If no candidate
receives at least 50% +1 of the votes cast, the candidate with the least number of
votes shall be eliminated from further consideration and another round of voting
shall be conducted. This process shall continue until one candidate has at least 50%
+1 of the votes cast.

(c)

The Society shall use the plurality voting system so that members elect each of the
directors-at-large. The candidates with the most votes shall be declared the winners.
In the event that two or more candidates are tied for the last position, a second round
of voting shall be conducted. Those candidates with fewer votes than those tied will
be eliminated from further consideration. The second round shall then be conducted.
Additional rounds of voting shall take place until the final position is filled. The voting
process for all one-year director-at-large positions shall be conducted in this same
manner.
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PROPOSED RULE AMENDMENT
RULE AMENDMENT #1
RATIONALE
As detailed in the letter from South Fraser District Association, provided in Appendix A, which also
requested that the amendment come forth at the next General Meeting of BC Soccer.
By ordinary resolution, South Fraser District Association propose to remove Rule 23.h.i as follows:

CURRENT
RULE 23 - RULES FOR THE OPERATION OF THE BC SOCCER HIGH PERFORMANCE LEAGUES
Youth
h) The playing season and registration period shall be from January to December of each year
regardless of Coastal or Interior residency.
i) The playing season and registration period for the BC Soccer High Performance
Leagues shall be from August 1 to July 31 regardless of Coastal or Interior residency.
(Note: To be implemented for the Coastal 2021-2022 season)

PROPOSED
RULE 23 - RULES FOR THE OPERATION OF THE BC SOCCER HIGH PERFORMANCE LEAGUES
Youth
h) The playing season and registration period shall be from January to December of each year
regardless of Coastal or Interior residency.
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APPENDIX A – Letter from South Fraser District Association

South Fraser District Association
www.southfrasersoccer.ca

To BC Soccer
Attn: President Kjeld Brodsgaard Re:
Rule 23.h
Dear Kjeld
As you are aware, this issue of the amendment to rule 23 has raised a great deal of concern within the
soccer community. After much discussion, debate, and input, with the other District Chairs in the
lower mainland, the matter was shared in detail with the SFDA Board. The SFDA Board has passed a
unanimous resolution as stated below in the hopes that this issue can be resolved in a way that allows
no disruption to the current season of the BCCSL and the BCSPL.
SFDA would like to propose the following rule amendment at the next BC Soccer General Meeting:
23.h The playing season and registration period for the BCSPL shall be from January to December of
each year regardless of Coastal or Interior residency.
At this point we also request BC Soccer Board of Directors to postpone the implementation of the
amendment to rule 23.h that was passed at the last AGM until the next General meeting to avoid
disruption in high performance and BCCSL.
Circulate as required.
Thank you for your time and on behalf of the SFDA Board of Directors, we look forward to BC Soccer’s
response and resolution to this matter.
Sincerely,

Dr. Harj Dhaliwal, MBA, PhD Chair
South Fraser District Association

APPENDIX B – Accepted Vote Allotment from the 2019 Annual General Meeting
Youth District
Alouette District Youth Soccer Association

Votes
9

Boundary Youth Soccer Association

1

Bulkley Valley Soccer Society

1

Burnaby District Youth Soccer Association

Adult League
Burnaby Men's Soccer Association

Votes
18
37

12

Fraser Valley Soccer League
Lower Island Women's Soccer
Association
Lower Mainland Soccer League

Central Okanagan Youth Soccer Association

12

Metro Women's Soccer League

55

Columbia Valley Youth Soccer Association

1

Mid Island Women's Soccer League

2

Creston Valley Youth Soccer Association

1

North Shore Women's Over 30

5

Fraser Valley Youth Soccer Association

19

Pacific Coast Soccer League

1

Golden Minor Soccer Association

1

Richmond Adult Soccer Association

12

Kamloops Youth Soccer Association

7

Vancouver Island Soccer League

24

Kitimat Youth Soccer Association

1

Vancouver Metro Soccer League

47

Kootenay East Youth Soccer Association

1

Kootenay South Youth Soccer Association

2

Lower Island Soccer Association

20

Mackenzie Youth Soccer Association

1

Merritt Youth Soccer Association

1

Nechako Lakes Youth Soccer Association

1

Nelson Soccer Association

2

North Island Youth Soccer Association

1

North Okanagan Youth Soccer Association

4

North Shore Youth Soccer Association

22

100 Mile House Youth Soccer Association

1

Prince George Youth Soccer Association

4

Prince Rupert Youth Soccer Association

1

Quesnel Youth Soccer Association

1

Revelstoke Youth Soccer Association

1

Richmond Soccer Association

4

Shuswap Youth Soccer Association

2

South Fraser District Association

34

South Okanagan Youth Soccer Association

4

Terrace Youth Soccer Association

1

Tri-Cities Youth Soccer Association

15

Upper Island Youth Soccer Association

14

Vancouver Youth Soccer Association

17

Williams Lake Youth Soccer Association

2

19
1

